
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Free Card Trick No. 2 

Skill Exercised - Break 



Copyright Notice 

Copyright © 2010 by Nick Williams 

All rights reserved.  

No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means 
including information storage and retrieval systems, without permission in writing from the author. 
The only exception is by a reviewer, who may quote short excerpts in a review.  

Legal Notice 

The author and publisher of this free course and the accompanying materials have used their best 
efforts in preparing this free course. The author and publisher make no representation or warranties 
with respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this free course. 
The information contained in this free course is strictly for educational purposes. Therefore, if you 
wish to apply ideas contained in this free course, you are taking full responsibility for your actions. 

The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness for 
any particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party for any 
direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or 
indirectly from any use of this material, which is provided “as is”, and without warranties. 

As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting or other professional should be sought. The 
author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any sites listed 
or linked to in this free course. All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for 
content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose. 

Overview: This free course contains excerpts from my 280+ page book entitled 'Card Magic Revealed'. 

I hope that you find these free excerpts a lot of fun, and that you pick up some new knowledge and 

skills from them too! If you like what you see, why not consider buying the book? It is very reasonably 

priced, high quality and guaranteed. There is a link to my site at the end of this document if you are 

interested. Keep practicing! 
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Breaks and Lifts 

Breaks are the most essential form of manipulation in card magic, and breaks are used on many 

moderate to advanced level tricks.  While beginner tricks may use counting to determine location, a 

break can hold the spot to allow a clean cut for the reveal. 

The concept of a break is like that of a place holder.  The magician's finger is used to separate (or 

break) a portion of the deck.  This break may be at the location of stacked cards, an audience-selected 

card, or a single bottom card that needs to be moved to the top.  Breaks and lifts are often used in 

conjunction with each other because the break will be placed below the cards that need to be lifted.   

Pinky Break 

It is easiest to make a pinky break when the cards are held in the left hand.  To make a break under the 

top card, use your thumb to push the top card forward and place your pinky underneath it before 

squaring up the cards.  You can also make a break above the bottom card in the deck by pushing the 

bottom card back slightly with your index finger and then placing the pinky on top of the card to hold 

the break.  Breaks can also be used in the middle of the deck or under a group of stacked cards to keep 

them separate from the rest of the deck for easy access. 

When you begin using breaks, they will look large and sometimes even obvious.  Practice them in front 

of a mirror to ensure that the breaks cannot be seen from the front of the deck.  As you become more 

comfortable with making and holding breaks, you will be able to pull your pinky away and use your 

thumb on the side of the deck to hold a break between cards. 
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The Two Detectives 

Level: Amateur 

Uses: Break 

Description 

An audience member chooses a card, memorizes it, and places it in the middle of the deck.  The deck is 

cut, and then the magician finds two Jacks that will act as detectives to find the chosen card.  The 

magician throws the deck into his or her other hand, and the detectives are left holding the chosen 

card. 

Procedure 

This trick uses a deck toss. It is slightly more difficult than a regular deck toss because it requires that 

you hold on to three cards instead of two. 

1. Have a spectator select a card and memorize it.   

2. Take the card and place it somewhere in the middle of the deck. As you place it, push it through 

the back side of the deck so it jogs out slightly, allowing you to find the position to create a 

break.  Break under the chosen card. 
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3. Undercut the cards a couple times until you reach your break to bring the chosen card to the 

bottom of the deck.   

4. Fan the cards facing you and find two Jacks.  Explain that the Jacks will be detectives to help 

you find the card.   

5. Place one Jack on the top of the deck and the other on the bottom.  The bottom Jack should jog 

out to the side so the audience can see it.   
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6. Grip the deck so your fingers touch both bottom cards.   

With your thumb on top of the deck, toss the deck from one hand to the other, holding onto the 

three cards. The participant's chosen card will be sandwiched between the two Jacks. 

Tips 

 When you look through the deck for the Jacks, you can peek at the bottom card the spectator 

chose.  If the chosen card is a Jack, use Kings to represent the detectives. 
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Do You Want Another 276 Pages Packed 

Full Of Card Magic Instruction? 

Are You Sick and Tired of All the “Card Trick Crap” 

On the Market – Junk Videos and Useless Books 

that Don’t Teach Aspiring Magicians ANYTHING! 

You already know what I’m talking about if you’ve spent any time at all looking up “card tricks” on the 

Internet. Either you get bombarded by thousands of YouTube videos with somebody’s kid showing off a 

cute little magic trick, or you get blasted with advertisements promoting card trick books, magic card 

videos and DVDs. 

Why not learn card magic the Right Way by following a proven, systematic method to learn the correct 

techniques in the correct order - backed up by the world's cool tricks to impress your friends, family or 

even perform sell-out gigs for money? 

You can look forward to: 

 

The Seven Principles used by the world famous duo of Penn and Teller to create 

mesmerizing card trick performances. 

 

Card tricks that require NO training or practice whatsoever!  These maneuvers work even if 

you’ve never touched a deck of cards in your life! 

 

A secret card trick taught to David Copperfield by his grandfather that continues to amaze 

and inspire crowds to this day!  

 

Don’t throw that card box away! Learn how even the card box can be used to perform 

some very cool tricks (I’ll show you how it’s done on pages 73 and 77 along with many 

others!).  

 

Add mystique and mystery to any card deal – just by how you shuffle! Just like everything 

else in magic – not everything is as it seems!  

 

How to use simple math to make an amazingly accurate prediction of any card the spectator 

draws – It works every time!  

And that’s just the first 80 pages! 

Click Here To Get Your Copy NOW! 

http://www.card-magic-revealed.com/
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